THREE COLOURED MONKEY’S FIST
by Jimmy R. WILLIAMS aka AKNOTTER
WANT TO GO FROM THIS FIRST PHASE :

The core is removed from the red para cord. The core is in the process of being
removed from the blue para cord.

To this neat thre colours marvel ?

Just follow step by step Jimmy instructions

Middle the cords and begin splicing the red into the blue. (At this point, the cords are the
same as two pieces of hollow braid rope.)

After half of the red is spliced into the blue, splice the remaining blue into the red.

You now have a length of para cord that is one half blue and one half red.

Tie a Knife Lanyard Knot (ABOK787)in the red/blue cord. And I have already tied a Monkey's
Fist (ABOK2200) in white para cord.

One "plane" of the Monkey's Fist (an opposing pair of faces) is removed and the white cord is
replaced with blue.

One pair of "white faces" has been replaced with blue.

One "ply" of another "white face" has been removed and replaced with the hemostats. The
hemostats are prepared to replace one "ply" with red para cord.

The red, white, & blue Monkey's Fist is tied. Just need to fair it up and remove the bitter
ends. (Do this very carefully!)

The finished red, white, & blue Monkeys Fist.

Tools used; scissors, xacto knife, hemostats, tissue forceps (tweezers with hooks), a piece of
twisted wire with a loop on one end that I used to do the splicing in step 2 & 3.
This is one method of tying a multi colored Monkey’s fist. I’m sure there are other ways.

Jimmy R Williams – 2008 Octobre.

Tutorial and photographies are By Jimmy.
AKA aknotter .('cause I tie knots) AKA Curly ......('cause I'm bald) AKA ^&@*!# ....(you'd be
surprised!)

